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Karnataka also has numerous campaigns to its credit. At Mysore, besides the conflict with Ikkeri, the Marathas and the Mughals, there was the
regular incursion by the Mysore forces into the territory of Kodagu kingdom (modern Kodagu and Karnataka). The rulers of Kodagu kingdom led

by the great warrior king Pallyasultan were regularly and ruthlessly attacked by Mysore forces for their policy of making a headway on the
coastal regions of modern Karnataka. [41] To avoid being embroiled in this issue, the king of Kodagu was soon hospitably inducted into the new

Mysore empire. [42] The Bramharasamhita of the 7th century and the epic Srikrishna of the 10th century are two works that deal with the
history of the region. The former was written by Someshwara, an eminent member of the Karnata community, and the latter by Vishnulokana,

another notable member of the same community. [43] A number of award-winning producers have come out with fascinating documentaries on
the culture and history of Karnataka. Karnataka: The Hidden Treasure and Karnataka: The Pride Of India is an example. The former, directed by
R. Kishan Sundar, is an absorbing and an insightful account of the culture, life and art of the great state. The other, directed by S. Matharaja, is
an entertaining documentary of the same name. At Aihole, apart from the recent Jeevana Muktha (display), the "stagings" have been held in

the area of Aihole village which draws many tourists. A spate of similar initiatives to explore Karnataka's history and culture seems to be on the
anvil.
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the congress party, founded in 1885, grew as a political force in karnataka in the late 19th and early 20th
centuries. [111] with the rise of the conservative forces in the late 19th century, the congress came to be
dominated by a group of political leaders, known as the siddarma or 'dravida' or 'south indian' group, who

identified themselves with the interests of the telugu-speaking people in the state. [112] in 1916, in one of the
most important state elections in history, the congress won all seats in the assembly. the congress grew in

strength in the state and took over the reins of government in 1924. [113] kodapu is to be seen in the early 19th
century as the seat of the telugu-speaking people in the state. [114] the telugu-speaking or the dravida group

formed the heart of the kannapurati (kannapurati) region of modern karnataka. at one time, the group extended
up to the northern karnataka border. it is, however, known that kodapu or kodagu in modern karnataka is south of
mysore. [114] the earliest mention of the name is in the kannada literature of 16th century poet alupa. [115] the
kodapu region in modern karnataka was controlled by the mysore rulers (in modern karnataka) for a long period.
when the kaluva dynasty ruled from 1784 to 1843, kodagu became a tributary of the mysore kingdom. around

1843, when the congress movement took off, the mysore rulers took over the majority of the siddarma or 'dravida'
or 'south indian' group, who were from the north-western part of karnataka. these leaders were known as

siddarma, or dravida. 5ec8ef588b
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